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• Deterioration assessment of legacy magnetic recording systems for television Proposed by Ed H. Zwaneveld for SMPTE V16.07 and EBU P/FTA WP1 August 30, 1999


• EBU/UEER European Broadcasting Union - International Broadcast Tape Number: Codes for tapes and other recording supports 18 April 1997.


• EBU/UEER -Technical Recommendation R101 –1999 - Storage conditions for preservation of motion picture film and accompanying magnetic sound material for broadcast organisations.


• Framboutr, Denis - Restoration and preservation of recording material. In: Panorama of audiovisual


• Harrison, Helen - Audiovisual archives. 1996. 9 p.


• Krause, Michael G - Intellectual problems of indexing picture collections. 8 p.


• Projectos de I&D aplicada relativos a arquivos audiovisuais, financiados pela Comissão Europeia
  • Alert em http://alert.uni-duisburg.de/start.html
  • Moumir em http://www.mee.tcd.ie/~moumir
  • Presto em http://www.ina.fr/Recherche/Presto/index.fr.html
  • Certimark em http://www.ina.fr/Recherche/Certimark/index.fr.html

• Reilly, James M. The IPI Storage Guide for Acetate Film (versão em linha http://www.rit.edu/~661www1/sub_pages/frameset2.html)

• Rosseau, Jean-Yves; Couture, Carol – Os fundamentos da disciplina arquivística. Lisboa, Publicações D. Quixote. 356 p.


• SMPTE Committee Document – Subject to Change - PROPOSED SMPTE RECOMMENDED PRACTICE RP 103-1999 (December, 1999) Private Document Care, Storage, Operation, Handling and Shipping of Magnetic Recording Tape for Television

• SMPTE - RP 131 PROPOSED SMPTE RECOMMENDED PRACTICE - Storage of Motion-Picture Films


